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Feature Why you need it

1. Central Billing Office 
(CBO) functionality

Manage all encounters from one system. Choose single sign-on (SSO) to have access to all of 
your clients from one account.

2. Superbill capability Itemizes a bill to make it easier for the insurance company to process and pay a claim faster.

3. Clearinghouse access Ensures claims are complete and that procedure (CPT) and diagnostic (ICD-10) codes are valid 
and in sync with each other before submission to the payer.

4. Claims accuracy checks Expedite seamless hand-off of electronic claims and real-time status updates that let you quickly 
check claims and report back to your clients.

5. Custom procedure macros
Creating a macro from frequently paired diagnosis and procedure codes reduces the time needed 
to generate and submit accurate claims that you regularly bill. And, it ensures full claims details 
to maximize eligible reimbursement amounts.

6. Electronic Remittance 
Advice (ERA)

Quickly identify line item errors and update for accuracy in advance. ERA alerts communicate 
status updates to ensure fast payment turnaround.

7. Online patient bill pay Allows patients to pay healthcare bills faster and improves patient engagement.

8. Customizable reports Look for reporting tools to organize and analyze data that’s critical for your particular objectives.

9. Mobile charge capture app Clients enter patient encounters with the correct codes and notations before it comes to you. 
Most charge capture apps are available on iOS and Android apps.

10. In-house, US-based 
  support team

Less down time when you connect with dedicated US-based representatives. Bonus: interactive 
guides let you search by topic 24/7 for step-by-step problem resolution.

Schedule a demo of our system
Request a demo and we’ll show you how RXNT’s Medical Billing solution helps you spend less time and 
fewer resources on the accounts you manage so you have more time to grow your business. Call us at              
(800) 943-7960, option 3, or e-mail your questions to sales@rxnt.com.

Top 10 checklist for your best billing solution
To provide the quality service your clients expect, you need a proven and efficient electronic Medical Billing 
solution. The right system helps you successfully and quickly turn patient encounters into reimbursements.

Here are the 10 most important features to consider. And by the way, RXNT’s billing solution has all 10! 


